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DVD Review: Craig
Craig is about a man that develops some serious psychological problems. Craig’s mother and

father are killed in a house fire which he finds really hard recovering from. He is a lonely and
somewhat awkward young man. He loses everyone he knows all in one blow with the
exception of his childhood friend, Cliff who isn’t much help because he has problems of his own
to deal with.

Craig is carrying a load of guilt over his sister being in a coma after the fire so he seeks
psychotherapy who has him on Lithium to help with his problems which at first seems to be
working. When Craig becomes irritated and starts with panic attacks he starts taking the pills
like they are candy.

The medicine starts to lose its effect on Craig which causes more problems psychologically for
him. He starts having sexual desires for women when he starts looking at women naked in
pictures and online. Eventually Craig ends up giving in to his thoughts of murder.

His first victim is a prostitute that he drags into an alley after she leaves his apartment and he
kills her. He dumps her into a garbage can only for an old woman to find her body the next
day. He goes on to killing other women who have insulted him. He daydreams of strangling a stripper as he watches
her dancing. When she leaves work he follows her and chases her into an underground walkway and strangles her to
death and runs from the police.

This film takes you inside the mind of a man with serious psychiatric problems.
He hears little voices inside him encouraging him to go on this murderous
rampage against the women Craig feels has wronged him in his life.

This film stars Kim Sanderholm as Craig who also directed the film. To find out
more of this psychological type of horror instead of the bloody, gory type titled
Craig you can click on the Amazon link at the top of this page and buy a copy.
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